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Abstract

In this paper, the utility and advantages of the
discourse analysis for text pairs categorization
and ranking are investigated. We consider two
tasks in which discourse structure seems use-
ful and important: automatic verification of po-
litical statements, and ranking in question an-
swering systems. We propose a neural network
based approach to learn the match between
pairs of discourse tree structures. To this end,
the neural TreeLSTM model is modified to ef-
fectively encode discourse trees and DSNDM
model based on it is suggested to analyze pairs
of texts. In addition, the integration of the at-
tention mechanism in the model is proposed.
Moreover, different ranking approaches are in-
vestigated for the second task. In the paper,
the comparison with state-of-the-art methods
is given. Experiments illustrate that combina-
tion of neural networks and discourse structure
in DSNDM is effective since it reaches top re-
sults in the assigned tasks. The evaluation also
demonstrates that discourse analysis improves
quality for the processing of longer texts.

1 Introduction

The growing popularity of social networks and the
widespread use of social media contributed to the
emergence of many NLP tasks associated with the
processing of statements. It can be analyzed from
an emotional point of view (sentiment analysis),
opinion and argumentation mining, text summa-
rization and so forth.

Despite the success of the transformer-based neu-
ral networks, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
and its modifications, in various NLP tasks, they
also have disadvantages since they frequently ana-
lyze only the plain text that can be quite long and
complex. At the same time, discourse structure con-
tains important knowledge for solving these tasks,
and several researchers demonstrated its signifi-
cance (Galitsky et al., 2015; Bhatia et al., 2015; Ji

and Smith, 2017). However, the value of discourse
have been already investigated only for some single
text categorization tasks.

In this study, we demonstrate the utility and ad-
vantages of the matching of discourse tree struc-
tures of text pairs. Discourse analysis seems effec-
tive in textual entailment, text simplification and
paraphrase detection tasks. However, it is neces-
sary to analyze texts on the sentence level in most
cases. We consider typical NLP tasks in which
input texts are quite long and paragraphs are given
initially.

One of such tasks is automatic verification of fac-
tual texts. Politicians may utilize unreliable state-
ments for their own purposes. Due to the fact that
there are plenty of such statements, it should be
automatically evaluated for reliability and the pos-
sibility of manipulation of public opinion. In most
cases, it is possible to extract some confirmation or
refutation for a given factual text. In this way, we
investigate the utility of discourse analysis in the
classification of pairs of texts: statements and their
justifications. Discourse structure may contain cru-
cial knowledge even for the classification of the
statements alone but can be even more effective in
the case of analyzing additionally the confirmations
and refutations.

Apart from that, one of the most appropriate
tasks is the ranking in question answering sys-
tems. It was shown that discourse structure of ques-
tions and correct answers should correlate (Galitsky
et al., 2015). Companies are interested in QA sys-
tems development in order to maximize the ease of
interaction with customers. All questions can be
divided into two groups: factoid and non-factoid. It
is important to answer factoid questions to provide
some specific information and non-factoid ones to
maintain a dialogue. It is worth to emphasize that
the second task is more challenging because there
is no single correct answer for each question. We
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consider the non-factoid questions asked on Inter-
net forums since the discourse analysis seems to be
more helpful in this case.

The main technical idea of this paper is to com-
bine discourse analysis and recursive neural net-
work TreeLSTM (Tai et al., 2015), which previ-
ously obtained the state-of-the-art results in some
single text classification tasks.

Our contributions can be formulated as the fol-
lowing:

• We propose a neural network approach to
learn the match between pairs of the discourse
tree structures. To this end, we modify the
basic TreeLSTM model to effectively encode
the discourse structure and propose DSNDM
(Deep Siamese Neural Discourse Model) to
analyze pairs of texts.

• We suggest the way of integration of the atten-
tion mechanism in the DSNDM model.

• We investigate the value of the proposed ap-
proach considering two tasks and experimen-
tally confirm the utility and importance of dis-
course analysis for the text pairs processing.

Our paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we
summarize related work and introduce some base
concepts. We continue with the description of the
base model and its modifications. Then, we discuss
the obtained results, error analysis and propose
directions for further research.

2 Related Work

There are several approaches to solve the fact-
checking problem. The best models presented in
the FEVER competition (Thorne et al., 2018) allo-
cate a stage of extracting supporting or refuting in-
formation and a classification stage. Justifications
have already been extracted in our case. Therefore,
there is no need to use the first stage. The BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2018) is frequently used as
the main model of the approach (Nie et al., 2019;
Alonso-Reina et al., 2019). It is worth to emphasize
that BERT cannot process long texts (the sequence
is limited to 512 tokens). Therefore, it is neces-
sary to extract the key information from the given
justification paragraph. Besides, BERT can not
efficiently store and process discourse features.

Another approach uses knowledge graphs.
Clancy et al. (2019) proposed the use of relations
between the entities of the graph in order to confirm

some “distill” information extracted from the state-
ment. Ciampaglia et al. (2015) suggested Knowl-
edge Linker, the main idea of which is that if the
path between entities in the knowledge graph is
short, then the factual text containing them is re-
liable. It should be mentioned that this approach
is generally applicable only to factoid statements
since the entities must exist within knowledge
graphs.

Finally, we distinguish the third approach which
considers structural information extracted from
texts (Wu et al., 2017; Galitsky and Ilvovsky, 2016).
Galitsky et al. (2015) proposed to match discourse
trees and solved the categorization task using Tree
Kernel-based SVM. However, this approach does
not utilize any modern neural networks. At the
same time, recursive neural networks are gaining
popularity (Ji and Smith, 2017; Bhatia et al., 2015;
Tai et al., 2015). The main goal of them is to encode
tree-like structures, such as syntax and discourse
trees. These models achieved superior results in the
single text categorization tasks, but researchers did
not investigate the value of discourse analysis for
processing pairs of texts. However, this approach is
promising for the assigned task since frequently not
only unreliable texts have a similar discourse struc-
ture, but the discourse structure of texts refuting
them is also similar.

The main baselines for the question-answering
problem are models that utilize keywords for rank-
ing: using TF-iDF, BM25 and its modifications
(Okapi BM25, BM25F). Frequently, their results
are bad enough and need to be re-ranked using
more complex methods. Neural network models,
such as BERT, allow obtaining state-of-the-art re-
sults (Hashemi et al., 2020). It should be mentioned
here that different training techniques of ranking
are often not investigated.

In addition, some fact-checking approaches can
be applied in question answering systems. For
instance, Cui et al. (2017) and Liu et al. (2019) con-
sidered the possibility of using knowledge graphs.
Galitsky (2019) investigated the value of discourse
analysis in QA systems, but did not utilize any
neural network approaches.

3 Methods

3.1 Discourse Tree Structure

Any text can be represented as a tree using the
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) proposed by
Mann and Thompson (1987). The tree is con-
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Elaboration

Elaboration

Contrast Condition

Would ... wings againor they don't.Either ... (evolve)

Wow, ... your mind.

if they ... again?

Text: "Wow, make up your mind. Either populations change over time (evolve) or they don't. Would your wingless beetles be
able to produce wings again if they were somehow beneficial again? You are starting to sound like Darwin and his finches."

Yoy are ... finches.

Figure 1: Discourse tree for text from an Internet forum.

structed step by step from the leaves to the root.
Initially, the text is divided into several intervals,

called elementary discourse units (EDUs). Each
of them contains a single thought, which cannot
be broken more. Further, these intervals are con-
nected by discourse relations such as “Elaboration”,
“Joint” and “Condition”. After the unification of the
elementary units, there are formed larger intervals
of the text, which can be also connected by the cor-
responding discourse relations. This process can
be continued until the only one node will remain
(the root of the tree).

RST identifies two types of vertices: “Nucleus”
and “Satellite”. Vertices of the first type contain
the crucial parts of the text, whereas, vertices of the
second type provide some additional information.

Figure 1 demonstrates an example of a discourse
tree for a text from an Internet forum.

3.2 EDU Embeddings

The pretrained Deep Averaging Network was cho-
sen to construct embeddings of elementary dis-
course units (text spans). This model is a variation
of the Universal Sentence Encoder, proposed by
Cer et al. (2018). DAN averages word embeddings
and applies a stack of fully-connected layers to get
the final vector representation of the text.

We also consider parts-of-speech tags as addi-
tional information about the text. We embed POS-
tags as vectors using one-hot encoding.

The final vector representation of an EDU is the
concatenation of a semantic embedding from DAN
and syntactic embedding constructed due to the
POS-tags.

3.2.1 Recursive Neural Network
A recursive neural network encodes a tree as a
vector of a fixed dimension. Similar to the tree con-
struction in RST, the encoding occurs recursively
along subtrees from leaves to root. The process of

obtaining an embedding of a subtree with the root
in the node i can be described as follows.

Let xi denote the text embedding corresponding
to the node i.

xi =

{
EDU embedding, if i is the leaf
Embedding of the empty text, else

Text Encoder applies a fully-connected layer to
this pre-trained vector:

Text Enc(i) = FC(xi) (1)

Let nodes denoted as j and k be children indices
for the node i, and r be the name of the discourse
relation that characterizes the link between them.
Dummy child vertices containing empty text are
added for the leaves. The vector representation
of the input associated with i concatenates four
vectors as follows:

ti = Concat[I[j is Nucleus], I[k is Nucleus],

OneHot(r),Text Enc(i)] (2)

In (2) I is the indicator function.
An embedding of the tree which has root in the

node i is computed based on embeddings of its
left and right subtrees due to the binary TreeLSTM
model (Tai et al., 2015).

hi = TreeLSTM(ti, hj , hk) (3)

We use TreeLSTM with dropout regularization
of recurrent networks suggested by Semeniuta et al.
(2016). Formally, the model is expressed with equa-
tions (4), (5) and (6).


ii
f i0

f i1

oi

ui

 =


σ(Wi[ti, hj , hk] + bi)
σ(Wf0 [ti, hj , hk] + bf0)
σ(Wf1 [ti, hj , hk] + bf1)
σ(Wo[ti, hj , hk] + bo)

D(tanh(Wu[ti, hj , hk] + bu), α)


(4)
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Figure 2: DSNDM model. Here, “LSTM” applies the TreeLSTM cell. Cells with the same color use the same
weights. Each cell applied to EDUs receives zero vectors as embeddings of its children.

ci = cj ∗ f i0 + ck ∗ f i1 + ii ∗ ui (5)

hi = oi ∗ ci (6)

Here, σ is the sigmoid function,D is the Dropout
function, α is the dropout rate and ∗ is the element-
wise multiplication. The memory cell is denoted as
c. There are two forget outputs since the trees are
binary.

The embedding received at the root of the tree is
the vector representation of the entire text.

3.3 DSNDM

We propose DSNDM - siamese model based on the
recursive neural network. There are two stages of
the final model.

Firstly, the embeddings of the discourse trees for
each of the input texts are calculated. The trainable
parameters for both texts are the same. At the next
stage, the resulting embeddings are aggregated for
solving the categorization task. Here, the model
concatenates the calculated trees embeddings and
applies a sequence of two fully-connected layers to
it. The last layer utilizes the Softmax function to
map input features to the class probability space.

The main advantage of the proposed model is
that it is capable of end-to-end learning. Figure 2
shows the architecture of the model. In this case, it
solves the fact-checking problem. At the same time,
it is almost the same for question-answer systems,
except its inputs: the first text is a question, and the
second is an answer.

3.4 Integration of the Attention Mechanism

We suggest a way of the integration of the at-
tention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017), which
has gained popularity in many NLP tasks. The
main idea is that a constructed embedding of a
question/statement can be used to filter informa-
tion while constructing an embedding of an an-
swer/justification. Thus, at each step, the model
decides information from which subtree is more
useful. The attention module can be integrated into
the equations of the TreeLSTM model as follows.

Let us consider the Attention module, in which
the key is the vector k and the values are repre-
sented by the matrix Q. In our case, the key is the
embedding of the first text. The matrix Q is com-
posed of vectors q1 = cj ∗ f i0 and q2 = ck ∗ f i1

and has the dimension 2 × d, where d is the di-
mension of the memory vector. Then, instead of
equation (5), the memory cell vector is recalculated
using attention matrices:

ci = 2 · Att(k,Q) + ii ∗ ui (7)

Att(k,Q) = SM

 |Q|∑
j=1

〈WKk,WQ, qj〉WV qj


(8)

Here, SM is the Softmax layer which is used
for normalization. In (7), multiplication by 2 is
necessary to maintain a balance with equation (5).
In (8), matrices WK ,WQ and WV are trainable
matrices of parameters of the Attention module.
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Equation (7) is utilized instead of (5) only to
construct the embedding of the second text.

3.5 Training Techniques for Ranking
DSNDM can be used both in the text classification
task and in the ranking task. In this paper, we
investigate three ranking techniques.

1) Classification-based
All pairs in the dataset can be divided into two

groups based on relevance. The suggested model
can be applied to solve the binary classification of
text pairs with these groups. The ranking of the
answers for each question is carried out using the
class probabilities predicted by the model. The ar-
chitecture of the model completely coincides with
the base one in this case, and cross-entropy loss is
used to train it.

2) Pointwise ranking
In this case, the main task is the regression prob-

lem. Let {(qi, ai)i=1..N} is the set of the given
pairs, and {ri} are the corresponding relevance
scores. Let the proposed model is denoted as
DSNDM(q, a, w), where w are model parameters.
Then, the model minimizes the following loss:

N∑
i=1

(DSNDM(qi, ai, w)− ri)2 → min
w

(9)

3) Pairwise ranking
Here, the input are triplets {(qi, a+i , a

−
i )i=1..M},

where the relevant and irrelevant answer are se-
lected for each question. These triplets can be
generated from pairs using relevance scores. The
ranking model solves the regression problem and
minimizes the loss from (11).

PN(w) = DSNDM(qi, a
+
i , w)−DSNDM(qi, a

−
i , w)
(10)

M∑
i=1

1

1 + exp(PN(w))
→ min

w
(11)

4 Results

4.1 Automatic Fact Verification
4.1.1 LIAR-PLUS dataset
This dataset (Alhindi et al., 2018) contains the state-
ments of politicians collected from politifact.com
and labeled by experts, depending on the veracity
on a 6-point scale. Binary classification is also pos-
sible when all labels less than four indicate lie and
the rest indicate truth. The LIAR-PLUS dataset is

an extension of the LIAR dataset. It contains auto-
matically extracted justification for each statement.

The dataset also contains metadata with infor-
mation about the politician and the global context
of the statement. The LIAR-PLUS dataset can be
used in four scenarios, depending on the restriction
on the available data: S (only statement is used), S
+ M (statement and metadata), SJ (pairs: statement
and justification), and S + JM (all available data).
The model proposed in this paper is applied to pairs
in the SJ scenario. At the same time, the model
can be also used in the S scenario utilizing only the
recursive neural network.

The dataset contains 12,782 statements which
were split into the train, validation and test samples
in the ratio of 10:1:1. This dataset is balanced, and
the accuracy metric can be used to compare results.

4.1.2 Implementation Details
Firstly, text preprocessing was applied. We con-
verted texts to lower case, removed extra characters
and stop words. The open-source discourse parser
ALT (Joty et al., 2012) was applied to the prepos-
sessed texts to obtain discourse trees. Finally, the
constructed trees were converted to the format de-
scribed in section 3.1.

We used the DyNet python library to implement
our model. The size of the hidden layer in LSTM
cells was established at 100, the dropout rate α
at 0.1, the learning rate at 0.004 and the number
of units in the fully-connected layer in the Text
Encoder at the dimension of xi. We chose the Ada-
grad optimizer which is less prone to overfitting for
the assigned task. The optimal number of epochs
is 4-9. The model was trained by mini-batches of
150 pairs of texts.

4.1.3 Experiments
The parser identified 18 unique discourse rela-
tions. The most popular relations are “Elaboration”
(is chosen by default), “Attribution”, “Joint” and
“Same-Unit”. Usually, the trivial relations are pop-
ular in texts, and the ALT parser tends to use it in
uncertain cases.

We investigated the difference between relation
distributions for the instances in “true” and “pants-
fire” classes. The “Joint” relation is less common
for truthful statements than for misleading state-
ments (relative frequencies are 0.064 and 0.073).
Thus, politicians tend to construct longer, complex
sentences in the case of the deceptive statements.
Besides, the “Attribution” relation is used more
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Model Binary Six-way
valid test valid test

LR 0.68 0.67 0.37 0.37
SVM 0.65 0.66 0.34 0.34

BiLSTM 0.70 0.68 0.34 0.31
P-BiLSTM 0.69 0.67 0.36 0.35
DSNDM 0.71 0.69 0.40 0.40

DSNDM + Att. 0.70 0.71 0.40 0.41

Table 1: Model performance (macro-avg. F1-score) on
the LIAR-PLUS dataset.

often for truthful statements (frequencies are 0.17
and 0.15). In the biggest part of cases, it indicates a
link to the source. Thus, the relations contain some
important information by themselves.

We compared the model with the methods pro-
posed in (Alhindi et al., 2018). In addition to
well-known baselines (such as linear regression
and SVM), BiLSTM and P-BiLSTM are consid-
ered. The last one is the siamese model based on
the BiLSTM architecture. Table 1 demonstrates
the results for the 6-class and binary categorization
tasks.

The table shows that the DSNDM model signifi-
cantly improves the results of baselines, especially
in the case of the multiclass classification.

The fully-connected layer in the Text Encoder
is crucial since it adds up to 0.02 to accuracy. The
usage of the POS-tags embeddings also improves
the overall quality approximately by 0.003-0.01.

The DSNDM model with the integrated attention
module (denoted as DSNDM + Att.) reached the
best results for the test set. This improvement is not
significant because of the binary structure of trees
(the attention module re-weights only two vectors
at each node).

4.1.4 Error Analysis
It is worth emphasizing that in some case trees
for statements contain only one node. Therefore,
discourse analysis does not suffice to categorize
it. For the deepest trees which contain more than
45 nodes in the statement and justification in total
(there are 89 such instances in the dataset), the
F1-score metric is higher than 0.46.

The confusion matrix is shown in Figure 3. It
demonstrates that DSNDM mainly intermingles
close labels. However, at the same time, it confuses
the classes “false” and “true” in some cases.

We distinguish several types of such instances
which are demonstrated in Table 3 (see Appendix
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix for DSNDM + Att. model
for the LIAR-PLUS dataset.

A). Firstly, there are some cases when refutation
partly repeats the statement. Then, the model with
attention focuses mainly on the repeated part and
marks the misleading statement as “true”. Sec-
ondly, the justification text can be extracted inaccu-
rately and be not sufficient to estimate the veracity
of the statement. Apart from that, the justification
can be complex and contain only one useful sen-
tence like in the third example. Finally, in the last
pair, justification indicates that the statement can
be labeled as “false” in some general cases, but has
the label “true” in the considered case. Therefore,
this justification contains useless thoughts and can
be provided more accurately.

Thus, the quality of the proposed model is lim-
ited by several factors: the size of the discourse
trees, the quality of the discourse parser, and the
quality of the provided justifications.

4.2 Question Answering Systems

4.2.1 ANTIQUE Dataset
This dataset (Hashemi et al., 2020) contains non-
factoid questions with a set of possible answers for
each of them. The authors selected questions from
the Yahoo! Webscope L6 (nfL6) database. The
questions were preliminary filtered: short ques-
tions, duplicates, and some complex cases were
removed.

The corpus contains 2,426 questions in the train-
ing sample and 200 in the test sample. Answers
for each question were selected both from the ques-
tion forum thread and from other threads using
the BM25 algorithm. In this way, 27,422 answers
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were allocated for training, and 6,589 instances for
testing.

The resulting QA pairs were labeled on a 4-point
scale depending on the relevance of answers using
the crowdsourcing procedure. The authors also pro-
posed a binary classification task where instances
with labels 1 and 2 can be considered as irrelevant,
and instances with labels 3 and 4 can be considered
as as relevant. Thus, the most common ranking
metrics such as MAP and MRR can be used in
the second task. At the same time, the multiclass
metric nDCG can be also considered. The number
of the best answers for questions differs, but on
average it is approximately equal to 8.

The dataset is not balanced: the number of rele-
vant answers is almost twice bigger than irrelevant
ones. The authors used a negative sampling proce-
dure to train baseline models, increasing the size of
the dataset several times. However, it is important
to emphasize that these additional QA pairs were
not included in the publicly available dataset.

Questions are not very long and contain about 11
words on average. At the same time, the answers
are much longer and contain more than 47 words
on average. Therefore, it can be problematic to use
the standard BERT model, but it is an advantage
for the discourse analysis.

4.2.2 Implementation Details
The implementation details are almost the same
as described in Sect. 4.1.2 except for some hy-
perparameters. It is better to choose the smaller
dimension of the hidden vectors. The dimension
of vectors in TreeLSTM was set to 100, and in
the TextEncoder layer was set to 64. It takes 1-3
epochs to achieve optimal quality. A tenth of the
training set was used as a validation sample during
training.

4.2.3 Experiments
The discourse parser identified 18 different dis-
course relations like in the first task. However, in
this case, the frequency statistics of relations are
very similar for different classes. It is due to the
fact that in this task the second text (answer) is not
auxiliary.

We compared the suggested model with the base-
lines presented in (Hashemi et al., 2020). It should
be highlighted that these baselines were trained
on the extended dataset. The authors additionally
performed the negative sampling procedure. There-
fore, it is not correct to compare the results ob-

Model MRR P@1
1 BM25 0.4885 0.3333

DRMM-TKS (2016) 0.5774 0.4337
aNMM (2016) 0.6250 0.4847
BERT (2018) 0.7968 0.7092

2 ConvKNRM [pairwise] 0.4920 0.3650
BERT [pointwise] 0.6694 0.5550
BERT [pairwise] 0.6999 0.5850
Tuned BM25 0.5802 0.4550
Tuned SDM 0.5377 0.4400

3 Base [classif.] 0.6792 0.5350
+ Att. [classif.] 0.6830 0.5350
Base [pointwise] 0.6864 0.5300
+ Att. [pointwise] 0.7098 0.5650
Base [pairwise] 0.7120 0.5800
+ Att. [pairwise] 0.7267 0.6000

Table 2: Model performance on the ANTIQUE test set.
1: Models presented in (Hashemi et al., 2020), 2: Mod-
els presented in (MacAvaney et al., 2020), 3: DSNDM

tained on the available base dataset with the results
obtained on the extended dataset.

Apart from that, we considered several models
discussed in (MacAvaney et al., 2020). In this
paper, several negative examples were also added
for each question. However, they were most likely
selected only from the training corpus, since the
authors were unable to reproduce the BERT results
from the original paper.

MacAvaney et al. (2020) proposed various mod-
ifications of the training loss by adding a weight
for each pair. We do not compare with the results
obtained with a modified curriculum since we con-
sider only the basic pointwise and pairwise losses.

The comparison results are presented in Table
2. It shows that DSNDM + Att. model trained
using pairwise loss achieves high MRR and P@1
metrics. Its results are superior to the results of
the best BERT model presented in (MacAvaney
et al., 2020). We also trained BERT ourselves and
obtained results close to it, and we could not repro-
duce the results from the original paper too. Also,
the pointwise ranking performed better than the
classification-based method.

The attention mechanism improved quality in
all cases, especially for the pointwise and pairwise
techniques.

4.2.4 Error Analysis
We investigated the mistakes of DSNDM trained
for the classification problem. Figure 4 shows the
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Figure 4: Dependence of the number of nodes in the
discourse trees of questions (on the top) and answers
(on the bottom) on the confidence of DSNDM in cases
of correct and wrong predictions.

dependence of the average number of nodes in
questions/answers on the confidence of the model.
Thresholds are moved along the horizontal axis.
Statistics are calculated only for pairs for which
the model predicts a probability that exceeds the
selected threshold. One can see that for both ques-
tions and answers, the number of nodes in dis-
course trees for correctly classified pairs is greater
than for incorrectly classified ones. Thus, DSNDM
makes wrong predictions mostly for small trees.
Also, the plot for questions demonstrates that the
model’s greater confidence in the wrong answer is
frequently triggered by the smaller size of the ques-
tion tree. Therefore, the quality of the proposed
model is closely related to the size of the discourse
trees for this task too.

In this case, we distinguish several typical mis-
takes which are demonstrated in Table 4 (see Ap-
pendix A). In the first pair, the question contains
only a few significant keywords, and the model
focuses mainly on them. Despite the fact that the
answer is irrelevant and unrelated to the question
area, it often uses the same keywords. Thus, similar
EDU embeddings do not contribute to the correct

classification. In the second example, the meaning
of the answer and the question is the opposite. That
is, despite the correctness of the answer, its text
refutes the information in the question. If the ques-
tion contains only one node, then such instance is
one of the most difficult for analysis. Finally, the
last example demonstrates that in some cases the
correct answers may be formulated in the way not
expected by the authors of the questions. Thus, the
quality of the model is also limited by the variabil-
ity of possible answers.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the utility and impor-
tance of the discourse analysis for text pairs cate-
gorization and ranking. We considered two typical
tasks in which discourse analysis seems promising:
automatic verification of political statements and
ranking in question answering systems.

We modified TreeLSTM to effectively encode
discourse trees and proposed DSNDM which is ca-
pable of processing pairs of texts. In addition, the
integration of the attention mechanism in the pro-
posed model was suggested to obtain more useful
embeddings of subtrees. Moreover, we investigated
three training techniques for the ranking task.

The experiments were performed on the LIAR-
PLUS and ANTIQUE datasets. DSNDM efficiently
learned the match between discourse tree structures
and achieved high quality in both tasks. Besides,
the attention module improved the metrics of the
base model in all cases. The error analysis showed
that the model processes deeper trees more success-
fully.

There are possible directions for future work:
the use of trees not only of a binary structure, the
modification of vector representations of EDUs,
as well as the investigation of the performance of
DSNDM in other various tasks where discourse
analysis may be helpful, e.g. machine translation,
chat-bots and other QA systems. Apart from that,
we will experiment with other hierarchical struc-
tures (e.g. syntactic) for deeper analysis of the
importance of the RST-based structure in the pro-
posed model.
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A Appendix

Appendix contains typical examples of pairs for which DSNDM got wrong predictions.

Statement Justification Label
In rural Virginia, Sen.
Warner ran 8 - 10 points
ahead of a traditional
Democrat – ahead of
Senator Kaine, ahead of
Governor McAuliffe.

Hallock said Warner, in this fall’s Senate election, ran 8 - 10 points
ahead of past performances by fellow Democrats McAuliffe and
Kaine in rural Virginia. McAuliffe’s portion of the rural vote, in
his 2013 gubernatorial victory, was 3.6 percentage points below
Warner’s. Kaine’s slice of the rural vote, in his 2012 Senate win,
was 2.4 percentage points above Warner’s.

false

In the U. S. Constitu-
tion, theres a little sec-
tion in there that talks
about life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.

No court makes a legal decision based on the Declaration of In-
dependence, Wilkes said. With his first speech as a bona fide
candidate, Cain joins a long, bipartisan line of presidential hope-
fuls who have succumbed to foot - in - mouth disease. They include
Cain’s foe, President Barack Obama, who accidentally said there
were 57 states during the 2008 campaign and U. S. Sen. John
McCain, who said in an interview he was unsure how many houses
he owned. Welcome to the 2012 presidential election season, folks.

false

In the Illinois Legis-
lature, Barack Obama
voted present, instead
of yes or no on seven
votes involving abortion
rights.

Two other large groups, NARAL Prochoice America and Planned
Parenthood, are not endorsing. Planned Parenthood, however,
has given both candidates 100 percent ratings for their records on
abortion. We stipulate that there are clearly different interpretations
of the significance of Obama s present votes. But there s no doubt
he made them.

true

As a result of climate
change, ice fishermen
in Wisconsin are already
noticing fewer days they
can be out on our ice
covered lakes.

Not what is going to happen this year. Our rating It’s been a longer
and colder winter than in recent years. But that doesn’t erase a
trend that’s been well - established. The number of days that the
lakes have ice on them – making them safe for ice fishing – has
declined.

true

Table 3: Typical mistakes of DSNDM on the LIAR test set where the model confuses “true” and “false” instances.

Question Answer Label
how does dis-
neyland make
it snow?

Well if you are using snow, just lay on you back in it and move your arms
from your sides to the top of you head and open and close you legs a few
times... to make snow angels!!!!

Out of
context

Why cant
teenagers
vote?

Teens can vote. When theyre 18 and 19... Teens still have ALOT to learn.
There is nothing wrong or demeaning about this. Even most ADULTS
have alot to learn about politics. They go into a voting booth having no
idea what party stands for what, or what candidate believes in what, and
vote Democrat when their beliefs are Republican, or vote Republican
when their beliefs are Democrat.

Correct
answer

Why is Gor-
don Ramsey so
popular?

Is he that popular? what little I have seen of him every second word is
a swear word, if that makes him popular then it says a lot about what is
wrong in this country... the man is a cretin.

Correct
answer

Table 4: Typical mistakes of DSNDM on the ANTIQUE test set where the model confuses “Correct answer” and
“Out of context” instances. .


